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Introducing political philosophy
Robinson, David

320

Knowledge

How did governments get started in the first place? Why should they be obeyed? Could we live
without them? Introducing Political Philosophy explains the central concepts of this intriguing
branch of philosophy. Introducing (Thriplow, England)
1944- Political philosophy : a graphic guide 176 pages : illustrations ; 17 cm. Originally
published: 2003.

Introducing Marxism
Woodfin, Rupert

320.5

Knowledge

Was Marx himself a 'Marxist'? Was his visionary promise of socialism betrayed by Marxist
dictatorship? Is Marxism inevitably totalitarian? What did Marx really say?
Introducing Marxism provides a fundamental account of Karl Marx's original philosophy, its
roots in 19th century European ideology, and his radical economic and social criticism of
capitalism that inspired vast 20th century revolutions. Rupert Woodfin and Oscar Zarate's
graphic guide explores the life, history, philosophy and politics of this most divisive of thinkers,
and argues that Marxism remains a powerful set of ideas even today. Introducing (Thriplow,

Complacent nation
Ellis, Gavin

324

Knowledge

New Zealanders are too complacent about the continuing erosion of their right to know what
government is doing on their behalf. Political risk has become a primary consideration in
whether official information requests will be met, and successive governments have allowed
free speech rights to be overridden
author. 152 pages ; 18 cm.
Publisher information. BWB texts

The Women's Suffrage Petition
324

Knowledge

The Petition and the signatories ; About the petition ; Some signatories to the petition; The
text of the petition ; The archival story / Stefanie Lash ; List of signatories
Te Petihana Whakamana Poti Wahine, 1893 Petihana Whakamana Poti Wahine, 1893 102
pages : colour illustrations ; 31 cm

The quiet war on asylum
Barnett, Tracey

325

Knowledge

Why would a country that has never had a boatload of asylum arrivals in modern history
suddenly legislate for mass detention? Geographically isolated and previously a world leader in
fair treatment of refugees, New Zealand has abruptly changed tack.
Treading across the refugee camps of Burma and Thailand, to Australia's detention centres and
back to New Zealand, columnist Tracey Barnett looks hard at this controversial new policy. She
speaks to asylum seekers, refugees, NGO workers and migrants - people on the move and on
the ground. Their lives and stories reveal a reality far more complex than the political rhetoric,

23/05/2018

How to draw planes
Guinot, Sergio

741.2

Knowledge

Historic aircrafts, planes for the present and for the future!
In 4 languages

How to draw planes
Bergin, Mark

741.2

Knowledge

The How To Draw series takes a highly visual and practical approach to drawing. This title
helps you learn how to draw a variety of planes, from easy aviation to supersonic flying
machines. It features ten step-by-step instructions for each art project. Duotone line
illustrations make each step easy. It includes background information on the subject being
drawn. Different drawing media are used, including pencil, pen, crayon, paints and charcoal,
with clear instructions for each. It covers a comprehensive range of popular subjects, with
sections on material, composition, perspective and technique.

How to draw fantasy art : warriors, heroes and
monsters
Bergin, Mark

741.5

Knowledge

32 pages : color illustrations ; 28 cm Includes index. Making a start -- Perspective -- Drawing
materials -- Character proportions -- Man beasts -- Amazon warrior -- Warrior queen -Barbarian -- Ogre -- Undead warrior -- Winged avenger -- War wizard -- Goblin -- Goblin vs
Warrior. How to draw series. How to draw (Book House)

How to draw magical creatures and mythical beasts
Bergin, Mark

741.5

Knowledge

32 pages : illustrations ; 29 cm. Includes index. How to draw series

How to draw manga
Antram, David

741.5

Knowledge

Originating in Japan, the art of manga is now a worldwide phenomenon, using a distinctive
style to portray everything from romance to science fiction. In this title you'll learn the
techniques used in drawing exciting characters, monsters and robots in an amazing manga
style.
Bell, Jennifer, 1953- How to draw. How to draw series. You can draw anything

23/05/2018
Card magic
Einhorn, Nicholas

793.8

Knowledge

The book begins with an introduction to magic, emphasizing the importance of keeping the
secret and how to practise performing. It contains tricks for all levels of ability and experience
and teaches how to use special gimmicks in combination with cards. Over 450 step-by-step
color photographs show how each trick is done, both from the performer's and the audience's
perspective.
Explains basic card techniques and provides step-by-step instructions for various card tricks
and advanced flourishes including the one-handed reverse fan, the thumb fan, and the back

The illustrated compendium of magic tricks
Einhorn, Nicholas

793.8

Knowledge

All conjuring trick is simply explained in more than 2500 easy-to-follow clear photographs."
Includes index. History of mystery -- Close-up magic -- Card magic -- Money magic -- Match
magic -- String and rope magic -- Silk, thimble and paper magic -- Party tricks -- Stunts and
puzzles -- Mind magic -- Optical illusions -- Stand-up magic -- Stage illusions -- Putting on a
show. Learn the secrets of conjuring tricks from the expert, shown in 2500 clear photographs

Haerenga : early Maori journeys across the globe
O'Malley, Vincent

993

Knowledge

From the late eighteenth century, Maori travellers spread out from New Zealand to Australia,
Britain and the world. Most travellers eventually returned home, bringing something of their
own 'new world' experiences with them. This book is a series of vignettes of this history of
Maori travel and exploration.
This book tells the history of Maori travel and exploration, providing fresh light on a little
known yet absorbing aspect of early New Zealand.
CONTENTS; INTRODUCTION; 1. FIRST TRAVELLERS; Ranginui (1769); Te Weherua and Koa

The stolen island : searching for 'Ata
Hamilton, Scott

996.12

Knowledge

One day in 1863 a strange ship stopped at 'Ata, a tiny island in the wild seas between Tonga
and New Zealand, and sailed away with one hundred and forty-four men, women, and children.
The 'Atans were never heard from again, and in Tonga their fate became the subject of legends
and superstitions.
1974- author. Searching for 'Ata 112 pages ; 19 cm A story -- Six finders on each hand -Pirates of Auckland -- Castaway -- History in the mouths -- Notes and further reading.

The Most marvellous spelling bee mystery
Abela, Deborah

ABE

Fiction

India never wanted to enter the Stupendously Spectacular Spelling Bee, but with the
encouragement of her town, her family and some newfound friends, she overcame her fears,
made it all the way to the grand final at the Sydney Opera House and won! Now that life is
returning to normal, a special delivery arrives in Yungabilla, inviting India to the UK for the
Stupendously Spectacular International Spelling Bee. But how can India go without her whole
family by her side? The Yungabilla community might have a solution! In London, India is
reunited with her friend Rajish and a much more pleasant Summer. They meet new spellers,
and are invited to Buckingham Palace to meet the Queen. But there is skulduggery afoot, with

23/05/2018
Dinosaur knights
Bauer, Michael Gerard

BAU

Fiction

Dinosaur Knights is a gripping fantasy adventure about a scientist who attempts to bring a
dinosaur through time. When the dinosaur becomes stranded in the Middle Ages, it crosses the
path of two young boys and changes their lives forever. Roland dreams of being a knight while
Oswald imagines a future as a physician; neither boy expected to face a dragon.
For secondary school age

Reaching summit rock
Benney, Elizabeth

BEN

Fiction

Elizabeth passionately fills her life with horses, trying to shut out her fears for her desperately
ill mother, away in hospital. Then everything else begins to go wrong too, including her
boyfriend's revelation that he wants to become a priest. Based on the author's own
experiences growing up near New Plymouth during the 1940s.
This is a well written horse-novel for 11 to 15 year olds with strong characters and an unusual
setting.

Iron fist
Briggs, Andy

BRI

Fiction

The world's best kept secret. The world's strongest vault. Tech the world has never seen: The
Inventory. When the Collector breaks into The Inventory to steal the Iron Fist technology, Dev,
Lot and Mason are trapped inside, becoming The Inventory's only defence. What would you do
to stop the most dangerous weapons in the world from falling into the wrong hands?"-Publisher's description. Briggs, Andy, 1972-. Inventory

Friends : Snake and Lizard
Cowley, Joy

COW

Fiction

A collection of stories about the friendship between Snake and Lizard.
Snake is elegant and calm, and a little self-centred; Lizard is exuberant and irrepressible. Even
though they're opposites, they are good friends. With its wisdom, acceptance and good
humour, Snake and Lizard captures the essence of friendship. The stories are beautifully
illustrated by Gavin Bishop in the warm and clear colours of the desert.
Suggested level: primary. Doors -- Window -- Rain dance -- The hero -- The gathering -- Rock

Spooks 4: The 46th State
Dorison, Xavier

DOR /P

Picture Book Shelves

As the election draws near, Cuba becomes a powder keg. The exactions of El Santero
continue, terrifying the liberators-turned-occupiers and enflaming the spirit of the freedomstarved Cubans. In response, American authorities don't hesitate to use extreme violence to
ensure that their candidate will win and become not the president of the Republic of Cuba, but
the first governor of the 46th state. For the SPOOKS, torn between duty and convictions, the
danger is real, and choices will have to be made.
Spooks ; 4
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Flame and the rebel riders
Gregg, Stacy

GRE

Fiction

Issie's got a summer job at Ginty McLintoch's showjumping stables. She has a chance to ride
talented Flame to the top. But the world of competitive horse-riding is a dangerous business
and when Issie's loyalties are tested, she makes choices that will change her life forever.
Suggested level: primary, intermediate. Gregg, Stacy. Pony club secrets ; 9
264 pages : map ; 20 cm. Novel for children by New Zealand author.

Finding
Hill, David

HIL

Fiction

Traces the fortunes of two New Zealand families over seven generations, through wars,
depressions, disasters, protest and social change.
1942- author. pages cm Novel for children.

Everless
Holland, Sara

HOL

Fiction

In the land of Sempera, the rich control everything - even time. Ever since the age of alchemy
and sorcery, hours, days and years have been extracted from blood and bound to iron coins.
The rich live for centuries; the poor bleed themselves dry. Jules and her father are behind on
their rent and low on hours. To stop him from draining himself to clear their debts, Jules takes
a job at Everless, the grand estate of the cruel Gerling family. There, Jules will encounter
danger and temptation when she falls for the Gerling heir, who is soon to be married. But the
web of secrets at Everless stretches beyond her desire - and the truths Jules must uncover will
change her life for ever ... and possibly the future of time itself.

Shine mountain
Hunt, Julie

HUN

Fiction

On his deathbed, Ellie's pop reveals a secret - a magical button-box. It's a musical instrument
from the Gleam country - a land far from Spit Farm and the mountains, with talking goats,
sweet grass and corn that grows so high you have to fell it with an axe. But the button-box's
magic is sinister. When Ellie plays it, flowers bloom and crops spring up overnight, but soon
the farm is cursed by drought and her beloved oma is gravely ill. To save her oma and discover
the truth about her own identity, Ellie must embark on a dangerous journey to the Gleam
country - the only place where the evil button-box can be destroyed.

The orchard underground
Larkin, Mat

LAR

Fiction

Not-quite twelve year-old Pri Kohli knows the town of Dunn's Orchard better than anyone. After
all, he was the first kid ever to live there. He knows its mysteries (none), its secrets (also
none) and the best ways to have fun in it (climb a big tree and sit there). So why can't he
answer newcomer Attica Stone's simple question: if the town's called Dunn's Orchard, where's
the orchard? As Pri and Attica go in search of forbidden fruit, they uncover stranger mysteries:
a robot caterpillar, a mayor with a murky past, a Possibly Real Actual Boogeyman and a house
made of doors in a haunted wood. But what will Pri and Attica do when they discover the
biggest secret of all - that something truly magical is about to be destroyed, and the only way
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Alice Dent and the incredible germs
Lowe, Gwen

LOW

Fiction

When Alice Dent gets a cold, she has no idea how much trouble it's about to cause. Because
this is no ordinary cold: it comes with some seriously weird sideeffects. For a start, Alice can't
stop giggling and every animal she meets sticks to her like glue! But when the mysterious Best
Minister for Everything Nicely Perfect and his scary masked henchmen come to take her away,
Alice realizes her troubles are only just beginning ...
A catchy, Laugh-out-Loud adventure!
1 volume : illustrations ; 20 cm

Vegan, virgin, Valentine
Mackler, Carolyn

MAD

Fiction

Mara Valentine is in control. She's a straight-A student, a strict vegan and she's heading to
Yale in the fall. So when her hellraising 16-year-old niece, V, comes to live with the family,
Mara is horrified. Even more so when she starts dreaming about cheese sandwiches every
night and realizes she is falling for James, her boss.

Noman
Nicholson, William

NIC

Fiction

Without a base or a leader, the Nomana's power has grown weak and the fighters have
scattered across the land. And so a hunt begins for a new leader and an answer to the mystery
that has never been uncovered.
Noman is the brilliant and compelling epic climax of The Noble Warriors Trilogy. In a fortressmonastery on an island live the legendary warriors of the Nomana. The age of theNoble
Warriors is over. But questions about the Nomana remain unanswered... until now. An epic
fantasy of far-reaching significance.

Hope to die
Patterson, James

PAT

Fiction

Detective Alex Cross is being stalked by a psychotic genius, forced to play the deadliest game
of his career. Cross's family--his loving wife Bree, the wise and lively Nana Mama, and his
precious children--have been ripped away. Terrified and desperate, Cross must give this mad
man what he wants if he has any chance of saving the most important people in his life. The
stakes have never been higher: What will Cross sacrifice to save the ones he loves?" "Detective
Alex Cross is being stalked by a psychotic genius, forced to play the deadliest game of his
career. Cross's family--his loving wife Bree, the wise and lively Nana Mama, and his precious
children--have been ripped away. Terrified and desperate, Cross must give this mad man what

Smart cookie
Swartz, Elly D

SWA

Fiction

Frankie creates an online dating profile for her widower father, but discovers that finding the
perfect candidate is tougher than she ever expected.
From the author of Finding Perfect comes a funny, heartwarming story about the importance of
family and the secrets that are kept from loved ones.
author. 272 pages ; 22 cm

